Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 9

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. Let's ___ for Luis to catch up. (Get)
2. location
3. to place in the ground
4. to give a quotation from
5. a garage for an airplane
6. to flow out
7. who is
8. to take by theft
9. a strong metal
10. past its due date
11. You push it down to make a bike or car move.
12. a small fruit on a vine or bush
13. a tiny hole in the skin
14. to sell by going door to door
15. a blood vessel
16. permitted
17. something to be learned
18. using the voice
19. a way of doing something
20. the main house on an estate
21. conceited about one's looks
22. reduce
23. It shows which way the wind blows.

Down
1. heaviness
2. vision
3. strong, heavy cotton cloth
4. to do too much
5. a small fruit on a vine or bush
6. a tiny hole in the skin
7. I wonder ___ cat that is.
8. I wonder ___ cat that is.
9. to give a quotation from
10. to take by theft
11. You push it down to make a bike or car move.
12. reduce
13. a blood vessel
14. to sell by going door to door
15. permitted
16. something to be learned
17. something to be learned
18. using the voice
19. a way of doing something
20. the main house on an estate
21. conceited about one's looks